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I magine students of comparative
politics giving their professors the

following examination questions:

1. Why is it that autocratic gov-
ernments are sometimes more
effective in promoting develop-
ment than their more demo-
cratic counterparts?

2. Why is it that More Developed
Countries (MDCs) are both
more centralized and more de-
centralized than Less Devel-
oped Countries (LDCs)?

3. Why is it that corruption is
devastating for poor countries,
but not rich countries?

4. What explains the capacity of
countries to change their cul-
ture?

5. Why is economic globalization
good for the development of
some countries, but not for
others?

Judging by a survey of recent
comparative politics textbooks, one
group of professors might begin
their answers with a description of
political systems (authoritarian, to-
talitarian, democratic, single-party,
multiparty, parliamentarian, presi-
dential, federal, military, etc.); an-
other would introduce a variety of
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concepts (conflict, choice, structure,
function, culture, participation, atti-
tudes, values, processes, opinions,
rationality, etc.). I believe the pro-
fessors in both groups would fail to
provide satisfactory answers because
they would neglect public adminis-
tration. While the professors might
discuss the selection of leaders (who
governs?) and policies (rational or
irrational choice), they would tend
to ignore issues like the quality of
government and the implementation
of policies.

Herman Finer, who introduced
me to comparative politics during
the early 1950s at the University of
Chicago, never made a distinction
between the study of political sci-
ence and public administration.
Over the years, however, the two
subjects have clearly become distinct
objects of study. Hull (1999, 122)
found that only 1% of the articles
published in Comparative Politics,
Comparative Political Studies, and
World Politics between 1982 and
1997 were primarily concerned with
administration. Robert Bates, in his
1996 APSA-CP Newsletter summary
of the contributions of comparative
politics literature to modernization
theory, failed to include public ad-
ministration as an important compo-
nent of this literature. Lichbach and
Zuckerman (1997), in their compre-
hensive review of recent compara-
tive politics literature, also failed to
consider public administration re-
search.

In my view, comparativists ignore
the findings of public administration
scholars for three reasons. First,
quantifying the objects of public ad-
ministration is difficult. Second,
many view public administration as a
"technical subject" without political
significance. Third, and most impor-

tantly, many do not understand or
acknowledge the political nature of
administration. This aversion is re-
grettable and indefensible, however,
if one accepts the classical definition
to be "the relationship of leadership
to followership for the purpose of
governance" (Wolin 1960, 66) and
public administration to be "the art
and science of governance" (Waldo
1980, 75).

Political Elasticity (PE)
Theory

In a recent book (Werlin 1998), I
developed a theory of development I
dubbed "political elasticity" that per-
mits equal consideration of political
science and public administration.
Political elasticity theory includes
five major propositions.

1. The more governments or those
in authority can integrate and
alternate soft forms of political
power (linking incentives to
persuasion) with hard forms of
power (including disincentives
and coercion), the more effec-
tive they will be.

2. As leaders integrate and alter-
nate soft and hard forms of
power, their political power
takes on "rubber band" and
"balloon" characteristics, allow-
ing them to (a) decentralize or
delegate power in various ways
without losing control and (b)
expand their influence reliably,
thereby predictably affecting
the behavior of wider circles of
citizens, participants, and sub-
ordinates.

3. Political elasticity depends
partly on the selection of ap-
propriate political hardware
(including "objective" forms of
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organization, regulation, proce-
dure, and technology) but
mostly on the selection of po-
litical software (i.e., policies
and practices that foster re-
spectful relationships between
leaders and followers).

4. The effectiveness of political
software is directly propor-
tional to governmental success
in establishing acceptable goals,
hiring qualified personnel, en-
couraging training, delegating
responsibility, stimulating moti-
vation and competition, paying
attention to morale, expanding
two-way flows of communica-
tion, promoting legitimacy,
maintaining supervision, culti-
vating contractors, protecting
independent spheres of author-
ity, and developing conflict res-
olution procedures. Inasmuch
as a government fails to do any
of these things (with appropri-
ate variations), its efforts to
reform both micro-and macro-
administration are going to be
problematic.

5. Enhancing political software
requires a balancing of the two
forms of struggle—for competi-
tive advantage and for consen-
sus—suggested by Wolin (1960,
10, 363). Within the framework
of the definition of politics I
gave above, measures taken to
increase advantage may be con-
sidered "primary politics" and
measures taken to build con-
sensus may be considered "sec-
ondary politics."

In what follows, I employ the
principles of political elasticity the-
ory to answer some of the "student
questions" listed at the beginning of
this article. In doing so, I will focus
on the countries that underscore the
"mysterious" characteristics of devel-
opment.

The Netherlands:
Combining Centralization
with Decentralization

The propositions associated with
PE theory overcome the centraliza-
tion/decentralization dichotomy by

suggesting that under political elas-
ticity, forms of decentralization can
be expanded without reducing cen-
tralization; under political inelastic-
ity, leaders fear de-
centralization,
thereby weakening
their implementation
capacity; under po-
litical elasticity, vari-
ous forms of decen-
tralization and
centralization merge;
and under political
inelasticity, forms of
decentralization and
centralization tend
to be so ineffective
as to be meaning-
less. The Nether-
lands is a good ex-
ample of a politically elastic state
whose development authorities have
pursued decentralization without
reducing centralization.

The Netherlands would appear to
be one of the world's most planned
and controlled countries, with build-
ing regulations covering everything
from a structure's location within a
plot and its relation to surroundings
to the color of the paintwork and
choice of materials (Davies 1988,
211). It would also appear to be a
highly centralized country, with spe-
cific and general grants making up
nearly 90% of local government rev-
enue and with crown-appointed bur-
gomasters and governors (Nether-
lands Scientific Council 1990, 197).

Yet, the Netherlands is also "a
decentralized state in which the mu-
nicipalities have considerable auton-
omy" (Davies 1988, 220). Within
limits set by central and provincial
officials, each municipality prepares
its own plans and regulations, fol-
lowing extensive discussions, negoti-
ations, and opportunities for objec-
tion. Central government officials
see their duty to be giving guidance
without excessively interfering in
local decision making (Hamnett
1985, 27).

Within the democratic Dutch sys-
tem, national agencies seek the sup-
port of local governments to in-
crease their budgets, and vice versa
(Toonen 1987, 124). While Dutch
provinces and municipalities guard

The Netherlands is
a good example of
a politically elastic
state whose devel-
opment authorities
have pursued de-
centralization with-
out reducing cen-
tralization.

their autonomy jealously, urban
planners realize that, without na-
tional direction and legislation,
"plans are just so much paper"

(Morris 1985, 65).
Consequently, inter-
governmental rela-
tions in the Nether-
lands require
"specific provisions
for coordination,
negotiation, conflict
resolution, consen-
sus, and coalition
building to enable
parties to deal with
their diverse and
sometimes conflict-
ing interests and
relationships"
(Toonen 1987, 126).

Similarly, while the responsibility
for Dutch housing, education, and
social services has largely rested with
church or private organizations, the
government influences the content
and delivery of these services by is-
suing various regulations, subsidies,
and grants. Central government offi-
cials have also increasingly used
block grants to municipal and pro-
vincial governments to enable them
to exercise greater control over this
system. Consequently, "decentraliza-
tion now provides a means for ex-
tending and indeed strengthening
central, national control over local
housing corporations, but in indirect
ways which do not appear to jeopar-
dize their long-established ideologi-
cal, legal and political indepen-
dence" (Flynn 1986, 618).

The Dutch intergovernmental sys-
tem is in a constant state of recon-
sideration and reform, according to
a 1996 article by Toonen. As church
or private organizations have en-
countered increasing problems with
delivering services since the 1960s,
more responsibility has been as-
sumed by local and regional levels
of government. While various re-
form proposals have been made or
attempted (e.g., direct election of
mayors and provincial governors),
the central government continues to
provide guidance and control. Yet,
"ample opportunities exist to chal-
lenge, modify and even redefine and
renegotiate national decisions at var-
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ious levels of government" (Toonen
1996, 619).

In contrast to the Netherlands,
Egypt exemplifies a politically inelas-
tic state whose leaders' fear of losing
their control through decentraliza-
tion has actually lessened their abil-
ity to implement positive changes.
During the 1970s, with President Sa-
dat's support, the U.S. Agency for
International Development granted
funds to villages for undertaking
agreed-upon infrastructure develop-
ment programs (Chetwynd and Sa-
maan 1984). This project was termi-
nated as a result of increasing
centralization under President
Mubarak. In 1994, village elections
of leaders were discontinued in the
face of a rise in Islamic fundamen-
talism and related fears of rural po-
litical instability. Consequently,
"Egypt's bureaucratic-authoritarian
regime remains highly centralized
and impervious to serious challenge
within the existing institutional sys-
tem" (Tschirgi 1999, 29).

Since local governments are weak,
they are dependent on taxes admin-
istered by the Ministry of Finance.
However, "political inelasticity"
(when political power lacks rubber
band or balloon characteristics) now
prevails, marked by unwieldy organi-
zational structure, inefficiency, over-
staffing, poor working conditions,
low salaries, employee apathy, lack
of coordination and communication
among and within agencies, and cor-
ruption (Al-Sayyid 1993). This ac-
counts for the government's failure
to improve living conditions, particu-
larly in the rural areas, where about
half the population are somewhat
impoverished (Kienle 1998, 223).
Overcentralization of government,
together with an inefficient bureau-
cracy, enables affluent landowners,
who benefit most from public works,
to largely escape payments of land,
building, and vehicle taxes, making
cost-recovery and, thereby mainte-
nance, very difficult. According to
Tschirgi (1999), much of the recent
terrorist campaign experienced by
Egypt results from this situation
rather than from religious fanati-
cism.

BULLETIN BOARD

Council on Undergraduate Research to Expand to
All the Social Sciences

The Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) promotes collabora-
tive research by faculty and undergraduate students on the principle
that research-active faculty members are better educators, and that
students learn best by doing. At the June 2000 CUR national confer-
ence and General Council meeting, the CUR Council voted to estab-
lish a Social Sciences Division as soon as a critical mass of people
express interest in joining such a division. We anticipate that the divi-
sion will be created formally in June 2001. Individual CUR members
are currently being asked to affiliate with the new division, and appli-
cations are being sought from a minimum of 12 individuals to run for
positions as CUR councilors from the Social Sciences Division.

CUR began as an organization for chemists from primarily under-
graduate colleges. Over the years, it has been expanded to include
divisions for chemistry, biology, geosciences, mathematics/computer
science, physics/astronomy, psychology, engineering, and at large.

While CUR admits individual members from any field of study, only
psychology among the social sciences has had its own division. Oth-
ers from the social sciences and humanities had a "home" in the At
Large Division, which also contains college administrators. Divisions
are important because CUR is a democratic, grassroots organization,
and programs are developed through the volunteer work of division
members. Disciplinary programming includes special web pages, ses-
sions at national meetings, and articles in CUR Quarterly, a journal
for issues related to research by faculty and students at primarily un-
dergraduate institutions.

CUR welcomes faculty and administrators from all types of colleges
and universities as members, but the central focus of the organiza-
tion—and hence its meetings, publications, and government relations
program—is on primarily undergraduate institutions and institutions
with particular concern for undergraduate research.

The CUR Meetings Committee has chosen "Undergraduate Re-
search for All Students" as the tentative theme for CUR 2002, which
will be held at Connecticut College. This theme will allow immediate
participation by social scientists. Possible workshop topics include as-
sessment, community-based research, interdisciplinary research, un-
dergraduate research in the social sciences, and undergraduate re-
search for future educators.

CUR runs a series of small meetings called CUR Institutes on such
topics as 'The Vital Faculty: Issues After Tenure," "Institutionally Un-
dergraduate Research," and "Grant Writing." These Institutes have
always included participation by social scientists and faculty members
in the humanities. But now, the organization looks forward to adding
social scientists of all kinds to its consultants and speakers programs.

If you are interested in learning more about CUR, visit
www.cur.org or contact Julie Watson at 202-783-4810 or
curmember@cur.org.
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Japan: Development
Despite Corruption

When analyzing corruption, I find
it useful to make a distinction be-
tween primary and secondary cor-
ruption, based upon my dichotomy
of primary and secondary politics.
Primary corruption involves exces-
sive partisan behavior (amounting to
greed) that is subject to official pun-
ishment or popular condemnation.
In most cases, fear and shame are
associated with primary corruption.
Secondary corruption, on the other
hand, is partisan behavior that is
carried out in the absence of viable
statesmanship or governance. Those
engaged in secondary corruption
have little fear of punishment or
concern about dishonor or disgrace.

While primary corruption does
not necessarily prevent development,
secondary corruption corrodes and
weakens the political software
needed to foster development. In so
doing, it causes or intensifies politi-
cal inelasticity. To use an analogy,
corruption is a fever that weakens
the political system. In an MDC
such as Japan, there are various
means for controlling the fever.
Thus, while "bribery is built into
Japanese politics" (Iga and Auer-
bach 1977, 556), Japan continues to
be "one of the fastest growing indus-
trial economies ever known" (John-
son 1995, 202). (The short compari-
son with Sierra Leone that follows is
intended to illustrate the difference
between primary and secondary cor-
ruption.)

The Japanese have an elaborate
system of gift giving, which clearly
affects the political process. Most
Japanese politicians, according to
van Wolferen (1989, 134), are tied
into a system of contracts and fa-
vors. When a Diet member helps
someone obtain a government or
private-sector contract, the benefi-
ciary is expected to pay the politi-
cian or political faction at least 10%
of the total price of the contract,
and sometimes as much as 20%.
This is one reason why the Japanese
spend four times more per capita on
politics than people in any other
industrialized nation (see Johnson
1995, 215).

In Japan, there is "a pervasive

and institutionalized system of bid-
rigging" in the construction industry
(Woodall 1993, 297). This dango
system involves secret deals or joint
ventures, brokers who arrange for
the division of spoils, the hiring of
retired officials, and gift giving to
politicians willing to lubricate the
appropriate bureaucratic and politi-
cal wheels. Despite criticism in the
press, the system is defended by top
politicians on the grounds that they
see nothing "wrong with bid-rigging
that helps the construction industry
operate smoothly and secures jobs"
(Johnson 1995, 216).

Johnson (1995) has suggested that
Japanese corruption is also fostered
by the amakudari system, under
which retired officials are allowed to
take important positions in the legis-
lature, local governments, banks,
corporations, and construction com-
panies. Indeed, one reason Japanese
ministries failed to prevent wide-
spread bankruptcies during the sec-
ond half of the 1990s was because
amakudari considerations compelled
them to give preferential treatment
to certain financial institutions (In-
oguchi 1997, 95).

Various factors, however, combine
to minimize the impact of corrup-
tion on the Japanese economy.
Among the most important of these
is the competence and integrity of
the civil service. Upper-level civil
servants are carefully selected,
largely from among the graduates of
Tokyo University's law school, and
only about half of the candidates
actually receive appointments. As
such, they are "an elite of the elite"
(Campbell 1989, 115). Those who
survive the competitive process to
get into the civil service, particularly
into such ministries as Finance and
International Trade and Industry
(MITI), "tend to be among the best
that Japan's educational system has
to offer to that country's perspective
employers" (Koh 1989, 253).

While the Japanese tend to be
very tolerant of influence-peddling
by politicians, they react strongly to
evidence of dishonesty within their
meritocratic public bureaucracy.
Johnson (1995, 214), who found am-
ple evidence of corruption in certain
ministries or agencies, saw it as rela-
tively absent from such sectors as

the environment, foreign affairs, sci-
ence and technology, economic plan-
ning, and justice. MacDougall con-
cluded his analysis of the Japanese
reaction to the Lockheed scandal
with the observation that, despite
Japanese tolerance of political im-
propriety, "clear violations of the
law, personal enrichment through
dishonest behavior, bureaucratic cor-
ruption, and unseemly behavior by
national leaders . . . are seen by the
public as detrimental to legitimate
government" (1998, 227).

While top-level civil servants con-
sider their incomes to be between a
half and two-thirds of what their
peers in private firms are making,
the frequency of corruption among
Japanese civil servants, according to
the National Personnel Authority, is
remarkably low (Koh 1989, 223).
Whereas in 1960, 6 of every 10,000
civil servants were disciplined for
corrupt behavior, that figure
dropped to 2 of every 10,000 during
the 1970s and 1980s (though it may
have risen in the 1990s, according to
press reports). Indictments of public
officials become lead stories in news-
papers.

Corruption in Japan is also re-
duced by the competitive process
under which companies work to-
gether in associations, pushing up
proposals that eventually are backed
by the consensus of member before
being taken to the advisory councils
of MITI (Ouchi 1984). Careful re-
straint, mutual scrutiny, and a devo-
tion to wa (harmony) prevents any-
one actor from gaining too much
power.

The law enforcement agencies and
the courts have dealt harshly with
administrative corruption. The
Board of Audit plays the primary
role in investigating corruption and
pointing out needed revisions of
laws, regulations, and practices. Its
audit reports are available to the
public, allowing scrutiny by the press
and the Diet. Investigative journal-
ists have become increasingly active
in exposing corruption, paying much
more attention to the amakudari
system in recent years (Inoguchi
1997; Johnson 1995, 223). They have
been ably assisted in this regard by
the work of official investigators,
particularly those working in the
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Tokyo District Public Prosecutor's
Office.

Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone, which once pro-

duced $500 million worth of dia-
monds a year, currently exports less
than $30 million, according to
records kept in Antwerp ("Diamond
King" 2000, 52). A brutal civil war
that has lasted since the early 1990s
partly accounts for this, but second-
ary corruption (when greed is un-
controlled by governance) remains
the underlying cause. Unlike in Ja-
pan, government in Sierra Leone is
so weak that bribery and extortion
are not considered so much "scan-
dalous" as "standard operating pro-
cedure." While the poor quality of
political software in Sierra Leone
might be blamed on the miserably
paid and undisciplined civil servants,
it is actually "those earning high sal-
aries, primarily government minis-
ters and senior civil servants, [who]
have indulged in more fraud than
junior workers or private citizens"
(Kpundeh 1999, 214).

In countries suffering from sec-
ondary corruption, where senior of-
ficials are extremely corrupt, foreign
aid may be useless or counterpro-
ductive. In a telling example of this,
Kpundeh (1993, 242) reported that
during the late 1980s, then-president
Momoh deposited an estimated
seven times the annual amount of
funds obtained from the IMF in a
personal bank account in Britain.
Under the All People's Party, which
ruled from 1968 to 1992, corruption
became so institutionalized that
nothing could prevent "the ravaging
of the treasury" (Kpundeh 1999,
211). All the institutions of govern-
ment were undermined during these
years, including the judiciary, whose
judges were forced or induced to
rule in accord with governmental
directives.

Singapore: Using Politics to
Change Culture

Culture, often denned as "persis-
tent patterns or systems of behavior
and belief," can influence leaders'
selection and implementation of de-
cisions and policies (see Goodman
1967). To what extent, though, can
leaders manipulate or change cul-

ture by pursuing certain policies?
Inasmuch as totalitarian rule in such
countries as Cuba, Vietnam, and
North Korea has relied upon coer-
cion rather than persuasion, leaders'
ability to permanently change the
culture of their countries seems lim-
ited. In Singapore, however, the gov-
ernment has apparently been some-
what successful in significantly and
permanently changing culture by
implementing various policies and
improving living conditions.

As late as the 1950s, prior to in-
dependence, the majority of Singa-
pore's adult population lacked a pri-
mary-level education. Only about
20% were literate in English, reflect-
ing the fact that their native lan-
guage was Malay or a dialect of Chi-
nese. Less than 7% were in
professional, technical, or manage-
rial occupations (Swee-Hock 1967).
In 1958, about 25% of the popula-
tion lived below the poverty level.
Underemployment, drug addiction,
crime, gambling, and prostitution
were widespread (Huat 1989). Fami-
lies were large (with seven children,
on average) and extended; men of-
ten took several wives. During the
decade from 1947 to 1957, the coun-
try's population grew at a rate of
4.4% annually, with a full 3.4% of
the increase being attributable to
live births (LePoer 1991, 73).

Singapore's living conditions are
now very different, largely because
of cultural engineering achieved
through information dissemination,
indoctrination or persuasion, incen-
tives, disincentives, sanctions, and
coercion (Quah and Quah 1989,
113; Tremewan 1994). "Probably
nowhere else in the world are state
policies to organize a country's peo-
ple and to influence its values and
attitudes so extensive and pervasive"
(Fong, Huat, and May 1989, 129).

Singapore's capacity to reform its
culture depended on the ability of
its first post-colonial government to
affect "cultural change" within the
bureaucracy (Quah 1994, 205). To
counter the bureaucratic corruption
and apathy that had emerged during
the colonial period, the Lee Kuan
Yew government recruited the "best
and brightest" to serve in the admin-
istration, improved salaries and
working conditions, accelerated pro-
motion for "high-flyers," reduced
staffing, discouraged corruption, and

worked to change the values of the
civil servants. "The Singapore civil
service today is a far cry from what
it was during the colonial period
because of changes in the basic as-
sumptions or values that influence
the behavior of its members today,"
noted Quah (1994, 215).

While Singapore can be consid-
ered a relatively authoritarian one-
party state, ordinary citizens, profes-
sionals, and businesses have been
able to influence policy making, de-
spite excessive controls. Policies
have been generally pragmatic and
flexible. Respect stems not only
from the government's integrity, but
also from its success in providing
affordable housing, health care, pub-
lic transportation, and education.
Per capita income has risen from
about U.S. $1,600 in 1965 to nearly
U.S. $33,000 in 1997, and unemploy-
ment and extreme poverty have
been virtually eliminated (Huff
1999). Consequently, I disagree with
Tremewan's argument that the gov-
ernment has "compelled compliance
by constructing a powerful apparatus
of state violence mediated through
the law and the military" (1994,
232). Instead, I see public coopera-
tion as resulting from the existing
high quality of political software.
This can best be illustrated in regard
to birth control, where government
officials employed a series of incen-
tives and disincentives, including a
national campaign to highlight the
negative effects of a large family and
the benefits of a two-child family, to
reduce the fertility rate by almost
70% in about 20 years (Cheung
1990, 35).

Of course, increasing female edu-
cational and occupational opportuni-
ties may do more than anything else
to lower birth rates. This certainly
appears to have been the case in
Hong Kong, where the fertility rate
also declined below replacement
level by 1980, even though there was
no official antinatalist policy. For
this reason, it must be acknowledged
that only part of Singapore's fertility
decline can be attributed directly to
governmental policies (Leete 1994,
817). Nevertheless, these policies
probably had some effect between
1970 and 1990 in doubling the per-
centage of females aged 25 to 29
with a secondary or college educa-
tion, increasing female participation
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in wage-earning employment by
more than 20%, raising the average
age at which women first married by
nearly three years, and doubling the
percentage of unmarried females in
the 30 to 34 year age group (Cheung
1990).

Although the consequences of low
fertility in Singapore have been
largely positive (more resources for
children, greater educational oppor-
tunity, a rise in the status of daugh-
ters, and a higher standard of liv-
ing), there have been problems. The
country has had trouble dealing with
chronic labor shortages, a growing
demand by single people for apart-
ments or rooms, and the need for
more publicly funded elder care.
Consequently, the government re-
versed its antinatalist policy during
the 1980s, beginning by offering in-
centives for well-educated women to
enlarge their families, and later in-
cluding women generally. It has
found turning back the cultural
clock (e.g., suggesting arranged mar-
riages) to be extremely difficult,
however. The fertility rate has con-
tinued to drop from 2.8 in 1970 to
1.48 in 1999; and nearly 14% of
women aged 40 to 44 are single, as
against 9.2% in 1990 (Ng 2000, 1).
Whether the government will have
more success with its effort to re-
quire adults to care for elderly and
handicapped parents remains to be
seen.

Jamaica
Jamaica, which gained indepen-

dence from British rule in 1962
(three years earlier than Singapore
and without comparable communal
strife), has also attempted cultural
engineering (see Human and Social
Development Group 1997). The
government has been particularly
anxious to break the linkage be-
tween high teenage pregnancy rates
(40%), female-headed households
(40%), school drop-out and failure
rates (one-third of those from poor
households), unemployment
(15.4%), poverty (one-third of the
population), and crime and violence.
However, because of administrative
weakness and corruption, it has
been largely unsuccessful. It has also
failed to generate much economic
growth. As of 1995, annual GNP per
capita was only about U.S. $1,500.

One might expect Jamaica, with
about the same population size and
colonial experience, to be more po-
litically elastic than Singapore inas-
much as it is less autocratic. If, as
some believe, there is a strong rela-
tionship between political corruption
and monopoly of power (see Klit-
gaard 1996), Singapore should be far
more corrupt than Jamaica, which
has maintained a vigorous two-party
system. Why then, in reality, is the
opposite true?

The answer, as I see it, has to do
with the fact that primary or liberal
democracy has taken a dysfunctional
form in Jamaica. Both political par-
ties regularly employ criminal gangs
(occasionally supported by police or
civil servants) to mobilize political
support, distribute favors, and intim-
idate opponents. The civil service,
the judicial system, and the police
have lost citizens' respect as their
effectiveness has been undermined
by inadequate pay, training, and ex-
pertise, and even drug money (Hud-
son and Seyer 1989). Consequently,
the Jamaican government has not
been able to even attempt Singa-
pore-style public housing, transpor-
tation, and urban planning pro-
grams. It has even failed to use its
National Housing Trust Fund to
promote desired social behavior by
linking housing loans to the comple-
tion of secondary education and
postponement of parenthood (Klak
and Hey 1992).

Jamaica is, in some respects, a
more politically exciting and cultur-
ally vibrant country than Singapore,
which is notorious for its repression
and paternalism (see Tremewan
1994), but Jamaica is also a much
more troubled country. Talented
and entrepreneurial Jamaicans, par-
ticularly those most essential for
economic expansion, have far less
incentive than Singaporeans to serve
their state. Thus, Jamaica needs
more secondary democracy (consen-
sus-building politics); Singapore,
more primary democracy (competi-
tive politics). Indeed, each might
learn from the other.

Conclusion: Restoring the
Professional Role

I believe political elasticity theory
enables both students and professors
to meaningfully compare the

progress of particular countries. For
example, in chapter nine of my book
(Werlin 1998), I compared Ghana
and South Korea in an effort to an-
swer the question of "Why authori-
tarianism in many African countries
has failed to create developmental
dynamics whereas the results of au-
thoritarianism in East Asian coun-
tries like South Korea has been
nearly the opposite?" (Kohli 1990,
398). In 1959, Ghana and South Ko-
rea had about the same per capita
income; by 1995, South Korea's per
capita income (U.S. $13,000) was
more than 20 times higher than
Ghana's (less than U.S. $600). Using
case studies to compare perfor-
mance, I concluded that South Ko-
rea's success could be primarily at-
tributed to its greater practice of
secondary democracy, particularly its
attempts to build the consensus es-
sential for maintaining high-quality
political software.

Similar comparisons of govern-
mental efforts to meet the chal-
lenges of development should be
encouraged. I therefore suggest
three that might be presented to
students.

Mexico and Spain

Mexico and Spain had comparable
levels of per capita income and so-
cial welfare during the 1970s (see,
respectively, Wise 1998; Yruela and
Sorrano del Rosa 1998). However,
while the ordinary Mexican has not
benefitted much (particularly in re-
gard to housing, health, and educa-
tion) from the government's moves
toward economic liberalization,
which have included accepting
GATT and NAFTA membership,
the ordinary Spaniard has benefitted
substantially from Spain's associa-
tion with the European Community.
Evidence of this disparity comes
from the fact that the rate of ex-
treme poverty in Mexico is over four
times that of Spain's.

India and China

World Bank statistics regarding
the world's two most populous coun-
tries indicate that India's GDP per
capita growth rate between 1965 and
1990 was about one-third that of
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China's (1.9% versus 5.8%). While
India's economic growth rate has
improved significantly since, the In-
dian government has been far less
successful than has China's in reduc-
ing poverty and misery. An esti-
mated one-third of the Indian popu-
lation continues to live in desperate
poverty, and the illiteracy rate re-
mains very high (one-third for men;
60% for women over 15) (Unger
1999, 12). Meanwhile, "China at the
close of the twentieth century was
the fastest-growing economy in the
world" (Goldman and MacFarquhar
1999, 4). Less than 5% of China's
population lives below the poverty
line, and 75% have received enough
education to be considered at least
somewhat literate. Television has
reached almost every household, as
against about 10% in 1980. Life ex-
pectancy is now a respectable 70
years of age, despite serious public
health and environmental problems
(Schell and Shambaugh 1999, xviii).

Why is it that, as Brooke Unger
asked, "As India has become demo-
cratic, it has become more chaotic?"
(1999, 16), while China has been
fairly successful in its efforts "to
combine a market economy with the

centralized Leninist party-state"
(Goldman and MacFarquhar 1999,
4). These considerations suggest the
usefulness of comparing India and
China to test the relationship of eco-
nomic globalization to democratiza-
tion and administrative effectiveness.

Nigeria and Indonesia

Despite decades of authoritarian
misrule and corruption, Indonesia
has made much greater economic
and social progress than has Nigeria
(see Bevan, Collier, and Gunning
1999). Whereas Indonesia's per cap-
ita GDP was below that of Nigeria's
in 1965, it was three times that of
Nigeria's in 1990 (Lewis 1994, 10).

Programs to improve health ser-
vices, education, agricultural produc-
tion, manufacturing, and family
planning have been far more suc-
cessful in Indonesia than in Nigeria.
While both countries have benefited
from oil wealth, Indonesia has
clearly used it more effectively than
Nigeria. Both countries have experi-
enced relatively successful political
transitions in the last few years,
caused by political tension in Nigeria

and an economic downfall in Indo-
nesia. Yet, considering the remark-
able socioeconomic progress in In-
donesia, I believe that there is less
likelihood of sustained political
chaos in Indonesia (even recognizing
what has happened in East Timor,
Aceh, and the Moluccas) than in
Nigeria. After all, it is easier to do
business in Indonesia than Nigeria.
But students should be encouraged
to challenge this conclusion.

In doing the comparisons here
suggested, students should be re-
minded that developing the political
capacity to promote growth is more
important than economic growth by
itself, that sustainable economic
growth requires an improvement in
the quality of life, and that a gov-
ernment's ability to promote devel-
opment rests on its ability to pro-
mote an "enabling environment,"
which can be fostered but not dic-
tated. While each student will even-
tually evolve his or her own concep-
tualization of reality, I can only
hope that research grounded in po-
litical elasticity theory will facilitate
this process.
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